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QUESTION 1

You have an approval process assignment to a loan request process. The requirement states that a request can be
routed to one or more managers for their approval. The hierarchy of approvals depends upon the total dollar amount of
the request. For example, Cost Center Managers approve requests that are less than USD25,000. A request of greater
than or equal to USD25,000 requires the approval of the Cost Center Manager, corporate Vice President, and Vice
President of Finance. 

How would you configure the routing for the approval process assignment? 

A. Configure a single level approval flow type and route to a workbasket accessible by the approvers. 

B. Configure a cascading approval flow type based on an authority matrix. 

C. Configure a single level approval flow typebased on an authority matrix. 

D. Configure a cascading approval flow type based on the reporting structure of the current user. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When processing an insurance claim you need to retrieve the customer\\'s insurance policies from a web service. You
invoke the connector from a ___________. 

A. data transform 

B. flow action 

C. report definition 

D. data page 

Correct Answer: D 

Referencehttps://pdn.pega.com/node/50246 

 

QUESTION 3

A new hire process includes a Screen Job Applicant assignment. The recruiter who has been assigned the task should
complete it within 24 hours. If the assignment is not completed in 24 hours, the system automatically sends an email
notification to the hiring manager. 

How would you configure the process to ensure that the director receives the email after the goal is passed? 

A. Add a Send Email shape to the process after the assignment. 

B. Add an SLA with an escalation action to the assignment. 

C. Add the SendCorrespondence flow action to theassignment. 
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D. Add a notification to the assignment. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

You are designing a form that uses a repeating grid to display office furniture items. Which two data sources can you
use as a source for a repeating grid? (Choose two.) 

A. Local data storage 

B. A page group property that holds the data 

C. A page list property that holds the data 

D. A single value property that contains the data in a local list 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

In an airline reservation application, users enter departure and return dates and submit for flight search. This is
implemented as a flow action. You need to ensure that the return date is later than the departure date. You also need to
copy the dates to a search parameter page that is used for flight search. 

Select the two rule types that the flow action references to satisfy these requirements. (Choose two) 

A. Edit Validate 

B. Validate 

C. Service Level 

D. Data Transform 

Correct Answer: BD 
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